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Abstract of Conference Presentation

Our globalizing economies are continuously adapting in a changing world. As international standards

and procedures develop through treaties & agreements such as World Trade Organization ground rules,

national governments have become gradually less able to influence trade & their domestic economies.

As people move about for education & work, and global capital investments diversify the ownership 

of heretofore insular domestic corporations, it sometimes seems as if the impact of nation might wane 

to the point of meaninglessness.

Yet our world is far from being a homogeneous unitary market, and there is little chance the many 

complexities of culture, climate, national or local characteristics will fully disappear in any great hurry. 

Rather, some of these distinctive elements are becoming better cherished because they confer 

competitive advantage. Some local responses to modernization or multiculturalism are clearly 

temporary and non-sustainable, while others might be cultivated and developed for improved future 

successes.

This presentation considers globalization & positioning strategies in the present day Republic of  

Korea with an eye to evaluating marketplace rigidities and successes. Explicit policy adjustments are 

suggested. Whereas many such proposals are based on successful institutional reforms elsewhere, 

detailed cost-benefit analyses could be conducted. Here however, we seek to flag key discussion 

points & research issues worthy of further study. The Korean Academy of Commodity Science & 

Technology is an excellent homebase for developing these ideas.

"Country of Origin = Korea" is of course viewed in assorted ways around the world. National image 

and country-of-origin effect are composite results of disparate historic events, corporate branding, and 
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deliberate positioning, with splashes of confusion & misperception among different potential 

consumers of varying cosmopolitanism. We can profitably seek to ferret-out where and how 

individuals have adopted certain ethnocentric attitudes and why they cherish certain stereotypes. But 

we can also direct our energies toward reprogramming & repositioning. Rebranding (where possible) 

is the more forward-looking tactic, and this is the branding approach emphasized here.  

Territorial competitiveness can dissipate without timely action.   

And in some cases, inaction threatens community survival.

The Importance of Place Appeal

With increasing free movement of people & ease of reinvesting capital, places that fail to 

develop competitive strategies and effective marketing risk suffering depopulation and investment 

flight. These communities (or nations) also risk losing their most clever and productive members to 

other places offering better lifestyle or investment conditions. Communities everywhere have a critical 

interest in sustaining local employment, because a solid tax base allows attractive public 

improvements & services. Growth in these areas makes a place more attractive to migrants and 

investment (from within a nation or from further abroad), helping build jobs, generate spending, and 

increase property values in a virtuous spiral. The antithesis is a vicious circle of decline, or a 

development trap. Even a perceived lack of infrastructure, accentuated by poor maintenance of 

existing amenities due to slumping local economy, leads to an unattractive environment, outward 

migration in search of work, and general depression. The most successful policy mix will focus on 

multiple levels of society and different parts of each community and the nation. Big business, 

traditional industries, and emerging growth areas are each important, as are the differing hopes and 

needs of people at different stages of life.

The fields of economic geography & marketing can combine in examining how places might

deliberately and strategically develop differently -- making the most of their resources, developing 

sustainable strategic advantages, and building attractiveness. Success is often best achieved through 

broad cooperation of public officials, civil society and business, investing in their own community, 

developing public spaces, educating & mobilizing local residents to help themselves, and reaching out 

to visitors. 
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It should be recognized that freedom of movement for people, goods, services & capital among "open" 

societies means that each nation and region is in vital competition with each other for resources, and 

thus likely to be unwilling to share strategic insights and policy formulae that bestow strategic 

advantages. 

Branding Korea is complicated by confusion generated from being a split people, South & North 

Korea. There is open antagonism between the Republic of Korea (ROK) and the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea (DPRK), and many deep disagreements. Both governments tend to strongly 

accentuate the differences from their neighbor, and officially ignore each others strengths and 

similarities. This is surely complex, but is costly to all. One result on the world stage is a measure of 

uncertainty. The mutual threats and potential for conflagration generates a sense of instability as 

regards Korea that (somewhat surprisingly) is poorly recognized or deliberately ignored in Seoul.

Korea's Strengths, Weaknesses, & Repositioning Possibilities

Many places fail to recognize the value of their own most competitive dimensions. Korea's 

rural areas, for example, might be seen as backward, poor and lacking in modernity. But these can also 

be seen as disguised advantages. Much food is hand grown, organic, tasty and healthy. There is a 

closeness to neighborhoods and communities. Local festivals and a simpler lifestyle might be highly 

attractive to tourists and seasonal visitors. 

Many in Korea are enthusiastic this year about the very recent success of Korean pop music 

phenomenon Psy and his song "Gangnam Style" -- a catchy tune & video that just now are huge hits 

on the global stage. Korean cultural exports & "the Korean Wave" hold much promise for many. Can 

these creative industries be better leveraged to generate a sustained chain of international successes? It 

remains to be seen. But the demonstration effect in Korea of Psy's success might be considerable, as 

young people find, develop & embrace new outlets for their energies and talents.

Korea is becoming more multiethnic, more global, and more tolerant of individual variations. A large 

number of ambitious Korean people get educated abroad, and some spend long periods of time in 

foreign countries, staying to work and becoming part of distant local communities. In parallel to 

overseas university studies, many young people learn something of love and develop relationships; 
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perhaps forming strong cross-border alliances. Does social prejudice interfere? Tolerant places are said 

to develop faster. What migration policies are best?

Many parts of the world are comparatively closed to immigration. Maintaining rigidly low incoming 

migration may be a costly policy error; it is certainly a point for considered debate. Clearly there is 

comparatively little inward flow to some nations. According to United Nations Population Division 

data (2010), average migrant stock as percentage of population throughout the world is 3.1%; the EU-

27 average is 9.9%; Japan is 1.7%; South Korea 1.1%; the PRC 0.1%; such figures represent a lack of 

openness in East Asia. Nordic data is Sweden 14.1%, Iceland 11.3%, Norway 10.0%, Denmark 8.8%, 

and Finland 4.2%. Further reference data for migrants as % of population: Singapore 40.7%, Australia 

21.9%, Canada 21.3%, USA 13.5%, Russia 8.7%. Some nations view their immigrants as important 

assets, but perhaps strategically keep quiet about their policy choices.

There are many special dimensions of Korean life & culture that can be profitably introduced to the 

global community. My oral presentation will detail many of these areas. Further, we should also look 

ahead to consider what impact an increased global prominence might have on Korea. 

It is arguable that Korea actively discourages international tourism, although the central government 

has officially highlighted incoming tourism as a future engine for greatly boosting regional 

development, in particular when including medical tourism & Korea's MICE industry (Meetings, 

Incentives, Conventions & Exhibitions). Tourism represents some 11% of worldwide GDP, while the 

figure for Korea is below 8% (Oh 2009, Duerden 2010). Tourism is often not only a major engine for 

development, but a lifeline for small & medium size businesses and for regional & local economies.

Yet overseas visitors to Korea are frequently disappointed because of language barriers. The many 

restaurants in Korea with solely Hangul (Korean-language) menus are potent symbols of poor 

hospitality & carelessness, and moreover are dangerous (Lambert & Kim, forthcoming). 

Communications troubles resulting in hazards to health & safety can quickly become a deal-breaker, 

not only dissuading others from visiting, but leading to needless tragedy and negative international 

publicity. According to the World Bank, France had 77 million incoming tourists in 2010, and China 

56 million, while Korea had less than 9 million. If Korea were to have three times as many foreign 
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tourists, would they be made welcome? In what ways do the experiences of foreigners in Korea (good, 

bad & ugly) impact Korea's global profile?

Concluding Discussion

Koreans comprise less than one percent of our active, beautiful, contentious world. It is not 

enough to simply pray for more widespread understanding of Korea's needs - too many others in the 

world are crying for attention. Korea would do well to examine the outreach efforts & image building 

of other small-but-strong nations such as Switzerland or Sweden. It is essential to develop a healthy 

self-image, methods that sustain dynamism, and a valid sense of local pride. Korea should cultivate 

allies and lasting partnerships that effectively bridge the stormy seas of expedient public affairs and 

political opportunism. Korea can nurture emotional resonance much more widely throughout the world, 

and thus reposition itself in more lasting ways. 
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